
 

 

 

SCHEDULING YOUR FIRST CONSULTATION 

 
Your initial consultation is scheduled following the receipt of all of the following 
documents: your signed eligibility and consent forms, completed medical 
history, labs as recent as the last 4-6 weeks and written imaging reports.  All 
consultations occur with Zoom Cloud Meeting, a free high-definition video 
conference software that can be downloaded at zoom.us   
 
You will only need a high-speed internet connection and web camera to participate.  

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

FEE SCHEDULE 

 
Initial Consultation for NEW CLIENTS 

1.5 – 2 HOURS     
$355 USD 

 
This is an online video meeting consultation that covers all the necessary information 
to start guidance on a Personalized Program using the Gerson Therapy with direction 
and supervision by Dr. Sarah P Wilde, GPC, AP.   
 
The session includes an overview of how the Integrative Oncology or Functional 
Medicine program works at home, discussion of the baseline lab test results and 
analysis, specific instruction on the Gerson Therapy and initial protocol 
implementation specific for you. It is important to note that prior to the initial 
consultation time, Dr. Wilde will have spent 60-120 minutes reviewing the registration 
forms, medical information and lab test results to create a template protocol, which 
will then be finalized during the consultation.   
 
Prior to the consultation, you must provide your current vitals, height and weight, and 
baseline photos (front and side view – standing) via email. Following the Initial 
Consultation, you will be considered an ESTABLISHED CLIENT.  
 
 



 

 

Question & Answer Session for NEW CLIENTS 
30 MINUTES 

$50 USD 
This is an online video meeting consultation or phone call with Dr. Wilde who will 
answer your questions regarding your Personalized Program, how this distance-
based direction and supervision works, and requirements for the therapy. This 
appointment session can be a one-on-one meeting, phone call or video conference 
with family members who are not necessarily in the same location.  
 
 

Follow-Up Consultation for ESTABLISHED CLIENTS ONLY 
30-45 MINUTES 

$165 USD 
This is a regularly scheduled online video meeting follow-up review consultation 
(usually every 4-6 weeks) to report on your progress.  The protocol is adjusted (fine-
tuned, reduced or intensified) depending on a recent set of lab test results and your 
symptoms review. You must report the current vitals and weight prior to this meeting.  
 
*If you do not have a participating physician to order labs in your state, there is a self-pay 
option available with Labcorp or Quest Diagnostics. Costs are determined on a case-by-
case basis and are determined by the labs necessary for your follow up appointment.  
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

COMMUNICATION POLICY 

 
Email Communication to SarahPWilde@protonmail.com 

This is the preferred communication method to contact Dr. Wilde.  Some of your 
questions may require research, therefore 24-48 hours response time is standard. 
Emails are preferred for documentation, written record, and review. 

Text Messaging (provided to ESTABLISHED CLIENTS ONLY) 
This method of communication will receive a brief response from Dr. Wilde during 
business hours. It is only used for an urgent question or comment related to an 
emergency or immediate need.  Extended questions need to be communicated via 
email and will be subject to the email fee schedule above.  



 

 

Phone Calls (limited communication during business hours) 
Phone calls are made by Dr. Wilde, if necessary, in response to emails, text 
messaging or voicemail that is urgent or emergent in nature. Otherwise calling and 
leaving a message for your practitioner to call back is low priority and generally 
discouraged as it is an inefficient use of time in a busy schedule.  

If you just need to talk to Dr. Wilde, please make an appointment by sending a 
request via email (SarahPWilde@protonmail.com) or text message (for established 
clients only; if sending text for the first time, please identify yourself). 
 
IMPORTANT:  The BEST and MOST EFFICIENT way to communicate with Dr. Wilde 
is to get a response via email.  Response is up to 2 business days, but sometimes 
earlier. Text messaging is only available for established clients as stated above.  

 

 

Web Video Meeting Software:  Go to www.zoom.us to download the free software 


